Take hand bending device in your left hand
Put the wire in as you can see here
ATTENTION!
Pull wire before bending!
ATTENTION!
Pull wire before bending!
Change position
Bend wire parallel to the rim of the bending device.
Bending the bridge for the nose
ATTENTION!
Pull wire before bending!
Bending the bridge in a round shape by hand.
These parts must be parallel!
Incline the rim of the first lens.
Take wire exactly at this point!
Inclination of the rim
Then incline the rim of the second lens.
Inclination of the rim
Then incline the bridge for the nose
Inclination of the bridge for the nose
Shrinking tube for the bridge
Pressing the shrinking tube makes it easier
Colourful beads for the temples
Mark length with a pencil
Bend wire exactly at the mark
Bending the ends of the temples
Overbend it ...
... and bring it back
Cutting the shrinking tube for the temples
The tube ends behind the temple
Heating the shrinking tube
ATTENTION!

Don’t heat too much, turn around while heating!
Press the ends of the hot tube with your fingers.
Press the hot shrinking tube with the pliers
Cut the end with round scissors
Click the lens in from above
ATTENTION!
These temples are not parallel yet
Now the temples are parallel ...
... and the surfaces of the lenses are also parallel
ATTENTION!
Here is a small step at the bridge!
Now the bridge is OK!
Bending the temples
Bend in a round shape like the ear
End of part 2